Case Study:
CURT Manufacturing

Company: CURT Manufacturing
Website: http://www.curtmfg.com/
ERP: Infor XA
Business challenge: CURT Manufacturing’s goal was
to gain the ability to create unique, custom forms for
customers.
Outcome: Now with Infor Formtastic™, they are able
to quickly and efficiently create unique, custom
forms for customers.

Forms Creation for Infor Users
CURT Manufacturing LLC is a manufacturer, importer, and
distributor of towing system products, original equipment
trailer products and specialty equipment products that
combine competitive price, unsurpassed quality, and
unparalleled aesthetics.
Recently, CURT Manufacturing has formed partnerships
with customers such as Amazon® and other large
eCommerce based companies. In order to comply with
the needs of these larger customers, it was necessary
to design and provide customized packing slips. CURT
Manufacturing selected Infor Formtastic™, the electronic
forms and laser checks solution for the IBM i (System
i, iSeries, and AS /400). Infor Formtastic seamlessly
integrates with CURT Manufacturing’s ERP, Infor XA, and
has enabled users at CURT Manufacturing to save time,
and create customized forms when needed. “The good
thing is that our new process [using Infor Formtastic] of
creating custom pack slips happens very quickly, to the
point where our associates hit the enter button, walk
to the printer, and out comes the pack slip, no standing
around waiting,” said Tim Hau, Director of Information
Technology at CURT Manufacturing.
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Seamless Integration with Infor ERP
After Infor Formtastic was suggested to CURT
Manufacturing by one of their partners, management
reviewed the product, and recognized its superior
functionality, seamless integration with Infor XA,
and attractive price before concluding that the Infor
Formtastic product was the best fit. “Our ability to provide
a simple mechanism to design and produce custom
forms along with ‘off the shelf’ Infor XA integration, set
the Infor Formtastic product apart, surpassing all other
competition for CURT Manufacturing,” said Michael
R. Rooney, IntelliChief LLC Vice President of Sales and
Marketing.

Better Functionality & More Efficiency
“During the initial training, it became obvious that
Infor Formtastic’s functionality was clear and easy to
understand, to the point where the entry level person
who runs the development process was able to quickly
pick up on it and take ownership to make it all happen,”
said Tim Hau, Director of Information Technology at CURT
Manufacturing.
For those looking for efficiency in their forms creation,
Infor Formtastic is the solution of choice. The
solution allows for the effective design of electronic
documents, including invoices, purchase orders, order
acknowledgements, bills of lading, bar code labels, laser
MICR checks, and other business forms associated with
IBM i applications. The solution’s user-friendly interface
makes it possible to design forms, map spool file data, add
conditioning statements, and preview final documents
without programming or coding.

Infor Formtastic Key Benefits
• Save resources and funds dedicated to form
production and delivery, including toner, postage,
envelopes, and time spent faxing
• Improve appearance of documents for a more
professional presentation
• Eliminate expensive pre-printed forms and
cumbersome inventory management
• Streamline workflow, and save time and money by
reducing human error

Customized Forms Package
CURT Manufacturing asked for IntelliChief LLC to design
their forms package to match the specific needs of their
company. “To me, the very welcomed part of this effort
was the fact that [our supplier] listened and came through
with the functionality that we required when we needed
it,” said Tim Hau, Director of Information Technology at
CURT Manufacturing.
The superior electronic forms created by Infor Formtastic
can be printed or saved as PDF or TIFF files and
automatically faxed, emailed, stored in network folders or
in archiving / imaging systems.

Contact Us Today
If you are an Infor user and would like to reduce
costs, eliminate paper and reap the benefits as CURT
Manufacturing has, now is the right time. Contact us for a
no-obligation consultation and demo of how IntelliChief
can take your company paperless. Infor Formtastic has a
typical ROI of three months.
Call
508-594-2800
email sales@intellichief.com
web www.intellichief.com
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